Solution Overview:

**Electronic Access Control**

**Protects Entry to Your Facility and Ensures Safety and Security for Individuals and High-Value Items**

**Challenges**

Senior living communities naturally have a high level of activity and movement throughout the facility. While staff members are focused on providing person-centered care and services that support the safety, independence and well-being of residents, there are many doors throughout the facility that cannot be seen or monitored by staff members. In this scenario, someone could gain access to the facility without anyone being aware of the unauthorized entry.

Restricting access to certain controlled rooms or areas, while documenting access to medication dispensary rooms, storage rooms, or management offices can be a challenge. If a loss occurs from one of these areas, it can be difficult to know what happened without a system in place.

However, staff members need to quickly and conveniently gain access through locked doors to perform their jobs efficiently. Dealing with key rings is a hassle and can be time consuming; and the process of issuing, maintaining and collecting keys is an administrative burden. And the cost due to the loss of even a single facility key can be significant, especially if it is a master key which requires ‘re-keying’ a number of locks within a facility.

**Solution**

STANLEY’s industry-leading access control system uses authorized credentials (cards/tokens) and readers to unlock selected doors that are equipped with electronic locks. The system is designed to limit access through certain controlled doors to only authorized personnel in possession of a valid, pre-programmed credential. Additionally, STANLEY’s photo badging solution can be integrated to provide visual identification of authorized personnel and community staff. After implementation, we continue to deliver with expert service that’s available when you need it.

The solution combines access control software, door controllers, and a variety of readers, cards and key fobs to provide secure, reliable 24-hour controlled access to your community. Typical uses of access control in senior living communities include:

**Benefits**

- Reduces risk to facility and residents by preventing unauthorized access
- Protects critical rooms, areas and valuable or controlled items by restricting access
- Provides an audit trail of who has entered controlled areas
- Increases staff efficiency through convenient access, escort and bypass practices
- Reduces the costs and operational complexity of issuing, maintaining and replacing keys and keyways
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- Provides the ability to restrict access to certain storage rooms, offices, medication dispensary rooms, etc.
- Allows staff members to use issued badges/ID cards to unlock and enter exterior doors
- Allows perimeter doors to be locked and alarmed after normal business hours, as scheduled
- Eliminates or reduces the dependence on traditional keys to control access to protected rooms; removes the need to collect keys or re-key locks due to employee turnover
- Provides a documented audit trail of who entered a controlled area and when entry occurred
- When integrated with our emergency call and wander management solutions, cards and tokens can be used for escort privileges and bypass functions

Component Overview

Access Control & Badging Software
Monitors readers, users, client workstations, and programmable schedules with photo-ID badging

Door Controllers
Each controller manages 2 doors and a variety of inputs and outputs

Readers
A variety of indoor and outdoor reader styles

Access Cards & Key Fobs
Individually assigned cards or key fobs can be used as credentials for access
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STANLEY Healthcare provides over 5,000 acute care hospitals and 12,000 long-term care organizations with enterprise solutions that transform safety, security and operational efficiency. The STANLEY Healthcare solution set enables customers to achieve organizational excellence and superior care in five critical areas: Patient Safety, Security & Protection, Environmental Monitoring, Clinical Operations & Workflow and Supply Chain & Asset Management. These solutions are complemented by consulting, training, implementation and integration services. STANLEY Healthcare is proud to be part of Stanley Black & Decker, Inc. For more information, visit www.stanleyhealthcare.com.
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